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In the United States, actions speak louder than words as robust design strategies are implemented independently by a spectrum of agencies, associations, and schools.
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There is wide consensus among experts that the United States lacks a national design policy. Design policy researcher Gisele Raulik, in her 2007 competitive analysis of national design promotion schemes, lists the United States as one of the countries whose design strategy is at the first level of development (that is, focused on the promotion of design and without government understanding of design’s value).1 Jaama Hyoene and Hanna Heikkinen, in their 2003 Designum World Report, state that in the United States there is only “…promotion by national level professional organizations.”2 In the early ’90s, discussions at the Design Management Institute found experts such as Don Kash3 and Thomas Walton4 dismissing the advisability and possibility of the United States even having a design policy. But how are these experts defining national design policy, and is there something inherent in their definition that excludes the United States?

John Heskett provides the authoritative definition of design policy as “promoting technology and design as a means of gaining economic advantage by enhancing national competitiveness.”5 Hyoene and Heikkinen position design policy as governmental policies and programs that see design “as a strategic tool for
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Economic programs and improved competitiveness, as well as its national role in creating jobs and business opportunities. Gisele Raulik makes it explicit that her focus is on national design program’s contributions to economic development. And although their articles predate Heskett’s formal definition, both Kash and Walton’s understanding of design policy serving economic competitiveness underlies their rejection of it. They argue that in the United States, it is the business community, not the government, that can best promote economic competitiveness. Thus design policy is consistently defined as focused on national economic competitiveness.

The policy analysts here mentioned also define national policy as something that is codified in a formal document. In their report, Hyoene and Heikkinen highlight Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Korea, Norway, and Sweden as having national design policies because they exist in the form of “...official national design policy papers, written in co-operation with the government and various design interest groups...” Gisele Raulik describes these nations as having reached “the third level.”

Yet the US has had a national design policy in the past. Although it was not focused on economic competitiveness, the 1970s US Federal Design Improvement Program was a national design policy—at least one that meets the criteria of an official policy document representing a government’s valuing of design.

The US Federal Design Improvement Program

In May 1971, President Richard Nixon sent a memo to the heads of all the US federal departments and agencies with the mandate to consider how the arts can “contribute to what we in government are seeking to accomplish.” Based on the survey of department and agency heads, National Endowment for the Arts Chairman Nancy Hanks responded with the Federal Design Improvement Program, which consisted of four components: (1) the Federal Design Assemblies, (2) the Federal Graphics Improvement Program, (3) the Federal Architecture Project, and (4) the Federal Designer Recruiting and Rating Procedures.

The first component was a series of federal design assemblies—basically a series of exhibitions promoting design. Held in 1972, the first in the series, The Design Necessity, brought together more than 1,000 designers and government administrators to define design’s demonstrable “performance in response to human needs.”

The second assembly, The Design Reality, was held in 1974 with more than 800 participants and continued the efforts to generate “a new understanding and enthusiasm for design excellence in the Federal Government.” Two more regional assemblies followed in 1975 and in 1978 (Figure 1).
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The second component was the Federal Graphics Improvement Program, an example of setting design standards for quality in government communications. More than 45 federal agencies, from the Department of Agriculture to the National Zoo, had their graphics critiqued and redesigned by such prestigious designers as Richard Danne and Bruce Blackburn (Figure 2). Third came the Federal Architecture Project, which set design standards for governmental architecture and landscape design, including passage of the Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976 on “barrier-free” federal building accessibility and public use (Figure 3). The fourth component was the Federal Designer Recruiting and Rating Procedures, which sought to increase the quality of designers in the federal government.

Spanning the terms of four US presidents between 1972 and 1981, the Federal Design Improvement Program was probably one of the most ambitious national design policies ever conceived and implemented. Yet it is not recognized as a national design policy because it fails to fit the model of design policy for economic competitiveness. But that is surely the fault of history. Unlike the United Kingdom and Japan, which forged their design policies after World War II, the United States emerged economically dominant in the postwar period. A formal design policy document seemed unnecessary, given the way in which the military-industrial complex served as the engine for the United States’ economic development, innovation, and growth. Yet with the domestic turbulence of the 1960s, the US did require a national design policy that in its “rejection of visual mediocrity in government design standards would also improve the image of the American government in the public eye.” Thus, the country did not craft a design policy for economic competitiveness, but rather a “design policy for democratic governance.”

The Federal Design Improvement Program ended in 1981 with the election of President Ronald Reagan. The demise of the formal program was not the result of a debate over the role of government design. Rather, it reflected the challenges of designing a national design policy in the context of domestic and global political change. The Federal Design Improvement Program was a forerunner of the contemporary focus on design as a tool for social and political change. It was a model of design policy that sought to improve the quality of design in the public sector and to enhance the image of the American government. But it was also a model that was limited by its era and its failure to address the issues of economic competitiveness and political change.
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program was based on a concerted shift by the Reagan Administration to increase private support of the arts and humanities. As a purely government-sponsored program, the Federal Design Improvement Program did not meet the profile of projects that could encourage participation of community foundations or city pairing and sharing. Yet the goals of the program were not abandoned; rather, they were internalized as a “living institution” within the US General Services Administration (see sidebar).

But what do we mean by a living institution?

The US National Design Policy Initiative

The bias toward economic competitiveness in the analysis of design policy has created a significant blind spot in relationship to national design policy in the United States. What about the bias toward formal documents? It has implications for the understanding of the current US National Design Policy Initiative, which is based on an idea of design policy as living institution. This idea is tied to American behavioral approaches to political science in the 1950s and 1960s. It directly critiqued formal-legal approaches to governance that saw legislation as the “most striking manifestation of political power.”

Note how the definitions

The GSA as a US Design Policy Living Institution

Since 1949, the US General Services Administration (GSA) has been responsible for nonmilitary and non-State Department federal architecture through its Public Buildings Service. In 1994, GSA established the Design Excellence program to address the perception that the quality of federal architecture had been in decline. Although independent of the US Federal Design Improvement Program, Design Excellence’s DNA derives from earlier efforts to improve the quality of federal design.

Specifically, Design Excellence takes as its mandate the “Guiding Principles for Federal Architecture,” a study authored in 1962 by the Ad Hoc Committees on Federal Office Space. The study calls for: (1) producing facilities that reflect the dignity, enterprise, vigor, and stability of the federal government, emphasizing designs that embody the finest contemporary architectural thought; (2) avoiding an official style; and (3) incorporating the work of living American artists in public buildings. In so doing, each building expresses design excellence as part of a larger body of work that represents the best of American design.

To secure top creative talent, the Design Excellence Program has simplified the way GSA selects architects and engineers, and opened opportunities for emerging talent, as well as small, disadvantaged, and women-owned businesses. The program also collaborates with organizations like the American Institute of Architects, the American Society of Landscape Architects, the International Interior Design Association, the Society of Environmental Graphic Designers, and the National Organization of Minority Architects to uphold and promote a shared set of design goals. Through Design Excellence, GSA has engaged many of the finest architects, engineers, designers, and artists working in the United States today, and has brought the agency and the federal government widespread recognition and praise.


is in new institutional practices. In some cases, this describes the policy process after the formal document and now in its implementation. In the case of the US National Design Policy Initiative, it describes how the participants are engaged in all the activities of design policy, without a formal document.

Established in a 2008 Design Policy Summit, the US National Design Policy Initiative’s mission is the establishment a governmental plan of action for design in the service of the country’s economic competitiveness and democratic governance. The Initiative’s framework of design policy is based on author Tunstall’s more than two years of academic research on global national design policies. She created a broad and multileveled framework of design policy under the category of Design Policy for Economic Competitiveness, further divided into Design Promotion and Innovation Policy; and Design Policy for Democratic Governance, further divided into Design Standards and Policy as Designed. Additional subdivisions provide greater detail (see Figure 4).

The redefinition of design policy into this framework sought to ensure the success of the initiative by addressing some of the reasons for the failure of previous ones. Organizers knew that policy-makers rely on historical precedence to reduce the risk of a policy proposal; thus the framework highlights the US history of design policy for democratic governance, which also captures government self-interests. (Conflicts among the professional design associations helped prevent the actualization of a Council on Design during President Clinton’s administration.)

The framework encapsulates all the practices of design policy carried out by US professional design associa-
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tions, design education bodies, and the federal government (Figure 5).

Previous discussions were bogged down by arguments on the hypothetical merits of a US national design policy. The map of participants as living institutions of design policy enabled the focus of the summit to be on how to optimize and scale nationally their design policy practices. Indeed, the initiative’s objective of establishing an American Design Council drew upon the Federal Advisory Committee as the vehicle through which to offer the Federal Government “the advice and assistance of our nation’s citizens.”25

Figure 5. Image of the Current Activities Map from the 2008 National Design Policy Summit.

Conclusion

The blind spots created by defining design policy as economic competitiveness resulted in design policy experts missing the significance of the United States’ Federal Design Improvement Program as a formal national design policy. The same bias toward formal-legal manifestations of design policy can result in a focus on design policy declarations as opposed to design policy practices. The US represents an alternative model to both types of design policy. The Federal Design Improvement Program demonstrates the legitimacy of design policy for democratic governance. The US Design Policy Initiative frames an alternative goal for a national design policy—to move beyond the document to design policy as living institutions.
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